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(54) Amplitude control for broadcast data receiving systems

(57) A television broadcast system comprising a

broadcast data receiving means (2) for receiving data

representing the broadcast, decoding the data if

required into signals for the generation of video, audio

and or text, a means for receiving and processing loop

through data, and there is provided RF isolation and a

signal gain or loss value between the broadcast data

receiving means (2) input (6) and output (16). The

determination of the gain or loss required and the value

of gain or loss required is generated automatically by

the system to suit the best conditions thereby avoiding

the need.
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Description

[0001] The present invention is related to a televi-

sion programme broadcast system and in particular,

although not exclusively, to a broadcast system wherein s

the data is transferred via a cable network system of the

type which is well known and allows for the transfer of

digital data to a receiver and to a display screen, typi-

cally of a television set, provided in the premises. How-

ever reference hereonin to cable systems should not be 10

taken to narrow the scope of the invention specifically to

cable television systems.

[0002] In cable broadcast systems, data signals

which represent video, audio and/or text which can be

displayed to the user of the apparatus at premises is

and/or data which may be used by computer or other

control/monitoring systems are transmitted via a cable

network to a number of broadcast data receivers. Each

receiver, which can be connected to a television set or

monitor for viewing or provided as an integral part 20

thereof, receives the encoded data, decodes the same

and then generates a video display on the television or

monitor and an audio display via speakers to generate

programmes. The use of digital data in particular allows

data for a large number of channels to be broadcast and 25

the user can selectively view the same.

[0003] In some cable systems data from the cable

network is fed in an unmodified form to the receiver and

this allows customers to receive free analogue or digital

signals on their television or monitor (hereinafter 30

referred to as television) or television network. This

means that they have the capability to receive the cable

signals and that the user of the cable network can

receive and watch a range of channels and pro-

grammes without direct payment to the provider. This 35

type of function is commonly called a loop through sys-

tem and in order to implement this function it is neces-

sary in the television output to provide a radio frequency

(RF) amplitude isolation from the cable network It is also

necessary to include a signal gain between the connec- 40

tion to the cable network and the output to the televi-

sion. However, the gain which is required to be provided

may in some instances be a loss and in all instances,

the level of gain or loss which is required to be provided

varies from network to network and television to televi- 45

sion dependent on the particular location of the televi-

sion output and cable network receiving equipment.

Thus it is not presently possible to provide the RF isola-

tion and signal gain in a uniform manner and so pres-

ently it is left to the person installing the equipment, so

(typically provided by the cable network operator and

visiting the premises of the user) to firstly decide

whether gain or loss is required to be provided and, the

level of the same. This is unsatisfactory as the sub-

scriber to the cable network is not capable of deciding ss

which is best suited and the manufacturer of the TV
and/or cable network receiver is also not capable of

controlling the settings of operation of the system which

means that if the installer is unqualified, inexperienced

or simply not concerned with providing the best service,

the settings for RF isolation and signal gain may be

incorrect This can adversely affect the subscriber's use

of the cable network service and/or the equipment man-

ufacturers. This has been identified as a problem by

cable network system providers and the aim of the

present invention is to provide a solution to the problem.

[0004] In a first aspect of the invention there is pro-

vided a television broadcast system comprising a

broadcast data receiving means having an input con-

nected to a data broadcast system for receiving data

which is broadcast from a remote location and an out-

put, at a premises, said receiver capable of decoding

and processing the said data to allow the generation of

video, audio and/or text to a television for the display of

the same, said television connected to the receiver via

output, and a receiver means for receiving and process-

ing loop through broadcast data, said system further

including an RF isolation and a signal gain or loss value

between the broadcast data receiver input and the out-

put and characterised in that at the installation of said

broadcast data receiving means the determination of

the setting of gain or loss and the value of the gain or

loss setting is generated by the broadcast data receiv-

ing means.

[0005] In one embodiment the automatic setting of

the gain and/or loss value at the broadcast data receiver

is generated by the monitoring of the back signal

strength from a further data receiver connected to the

data broadcast system at the same premises. The fur-

ther receiver is connected to the same broadcast data

system as the receiver which is being installed and so

by measuring the back signal strength to the further

receiver the setting of gain or loss and the level of the

same can be performed to allow for the levelling of the

amplitude. Thus the broadcast data receiver means
which is being set or installed is provided with a gain

control amplifier which is adjusted to set the gain or loss

to the required setting via the results obtained from the

further data receiver at the same location.

[0006] In one embodiment the automatic setting of

the gain and/or loss value can be set altominously by

the broadcast data receiving means which includes the

data loop through receiver function as an integral part

thereof.

[0007] In a further embodiment the broadcast data

receiver means is provided with a gain control amplifier

which is adjusted to set the gain or loss to the required

setting following instructions from the processor of the

broadcast data receiver means in which the gain control

amplifier is provided.

[0008] Typically the broadcast data signal received

at the input is split into at least two parts, a first part

passing through a gain control amplifier, and the second

part passing through a signal processing and remodula-

tion function within the broadcast data receiving means

prior to combining of the two signal parts prior to the
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output.

[0009] The broadcast data receiving means is also

known as a set top box and includes a means to decode

the data received which is typically provided in an

encoded format to allow the efficient transmission of the s

same.

[001 0] By providing the automatic set-up of the sig-

nal level of the loop through, the manufacturers of the

apparatus and cable network providers can be sure that

the apparatus is being set at each premises to accepta- 10

ble standards of service which means that the user or

users viewing the signal received will be able to view

and listen to satisfactory video and audio display. Fur-

ther advantages are provided to the installer of the

apparatus as the time required for installation of the is

equipment is reduced as the installer is no longer

required to calculate, assess and set the loop through

gain or loss values and furthermore, the need for repeat

visits by the installer to re-set or adjust loop through sig-

nal levels if they are wrongly set is also removed, 20

thereby saving time and expense to the installer and

again to the cable network provider.

[0011] A specific embodiment of the invention is

now described with reference to the accompanying

drawings, wherein:- 25

Figure. 1 illustrates the functional block diagram of

one embodiment of the invention;

Figure 2 illustrates the signal characteristic of the 30

apparatus of Figure 1 at point A; and

Figure 3 illustrates the signal characteristic of the

apparatus of Figure 1 at point B.

35

[0012] The present invention provides a means for

controlling the gain and/or loss and provides, in this

case, in a broadcast data receiver 2 a gain controlled

amplifier 4 which allows the determination of the gain or

loss required in each broadcast data receiver appara- 40

tus. The apparatus comprises a television system input

6 which leads to a signal splitter 8 which splits the signal

so that one part proceeds to the signal processing com-

ponent 10 and the other part of the signal passes

through the gain controlled amplifier 4 as shown. The 45

first part of the signal which passes through the signal

processing stage then passes to the TV re-modulation

component 12 and returns to a signal combiner 14

where the signal is combined with the second part of the

signal which is passed through the gain controlled so

amplifier 4. From the signal combiner 14 the signal

passes from the broadcast data receiver to the output

16 and then to the television or a television system.

[0013] A typical data signal characteristic of the

broadcast signal received at input 6 at point A, is illus- ss

trated in Figure 2. This Figure indicates in the graph of

amplitude against frequency how there are a series of

mixed signal types 18 and indicates an amplitude slop-

ing occurring 20. A mixture of different types of modu-

lated signal, such as for example, including the loop

through signals and other cable network data signals

are present and, due, in this case, to the receiver being

connected at the inlet to a cable distribution system

which allows the transmission of the data from the

remote location, an amplitude response may be super-

imposed over all signals such as an amplitude slope, as

shown, or an amplitude rise, with frequency.

[0014] It is this slope or rise which the apparatus

according to the invention can take into account auto-

matically with the provision of the gain controlled ampli-

fier 4 so that at point B at the output 1 6 of the broadcast

data receiver, as illustrated in Figure 3, it is shown that

the amplitude can be levelled along the line 20 by use of

the gain controlled amplifier.

[0015] In use therefore, the part of the input signal

which passes through the gain controlled amplifier 4

includes a frequency band selection (filtering) and a TV
re-modulator RF carrier is added to the signal. The gain

(or loss) control of the amplifier is adjusted so that the

level of the signals which passes through is equivalent

to that of the re-modulated part of the signal which is

generated via the signal processing and TV re-modula-

tion components 10 and 12.

[001 6] The provision of the gain controlled amplifier

4 to provide the signal adjustment to include gain or loss

as required means that the same can be performed

automatically within the apparatus, therefore no installer

intervention is required and furthermore no re-visit by

the installer to make corrections to the setting is

required.

Claims

1 . A television broadcast system comprising a broad-

cast data receiving means (2) having an input (6)

connected to a data broadcast system for receiving

data which is broadcast from a remote location and

an output (16), at a premises, said receiver capable

of decoding and processing the said data to allow

the generation of video, audio and/or text to a tele-

vision for the display of the same, said television

connected to the receiver via output (16), and a

receiver means for receiving and processing loop

through broadcast data, said system further includ-

ing an RF isolation and a signal gain or loss value

between the broadcast data receiver input (6) and

the output (16) and characterised in that at the

installation of said broadcast data receiving means

the determination of the setting of gain or loss and

the value of the gain or loss setting is generated by

the broadcast data receiving means.

2. A television broadcast system according to claim 1

characterised in that the automatic setting of the

gain and/or loss value at the broadcast data

receiver is generated by the monitoring of the back
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signal strength from a further data receiver con-

nected to the data broadcast system at the same
premises.

3. A television system according to claim 2 character- s

ised in that the broadcast data receiver means (2) is

provided with a gain control amplifier (4) which is

adjusted to set the gain or loss to the required set-

ting via the results obtained from the further data

receiver at the same location. 10

4. A television broadcast system according to claim 1

characterised in that the automatic setting of the

gain and/or loss value is set altominously by the

broadcast data receiving means which includes the is

data loop through receiver function as an integral

part thereof.

5. A television broadcast system according to claim 1

characterised in that the broadcast data receiver 20

means (2) is provided with a gain control amplifier

(4) which is adjusted to set the gain or loss to the

required setting following instructions from the

processor of the broadcast data receiver (2) in

which the gain control amplifier (4) is provided. 2s

6. A television broadcast system according to claim 1

characterised in that the signal received at the input

6 is split into at least two parts, a first part passing

through a gain control amplifier, and the second 30

part passing through a signal processing and

remodulation function prior to combining of the two

signal parts prior to the output (16)
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Figure One.

Functional block diagram ofexample
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Figure Two

Signal characteristics ofexample at figure omc for
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